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0 of 0 review helpful THE SECOND TROY PEARCE TECHNO TRILLER By Jacqueline T Harty Blue Warrior is an 
intelligent fast moving techno novel with the compelling ex CIA operative now drone wizard Troy Pearce at the center 
of the action Blue Warrior is also a credible topical look into the near future of international relations an elegant 
passionate love story an examination of the warrior mentality and stark settlin Mike Maden exploded onto the military 
action scene with his blistering Drone Now he returns with another electrifying novel featuring hero Troy Pearce Rare 
earth minerals have been found in the remote Saharan desert mdash and a rush of powerful nations converge to mine 
them But the territory belongs to the Tuaregs mdash fierce warriors who are battling the Malian government for their 
independence With a vested interest in the rare elements the ldquo Techno thriller fans will welcome Maden rsquo s 
second Troy Pearce novel which combines grunt level action advanced cyber warfare and plenty of high tech 
weaponry hellip Maden handles cutting edge technology and the ancient Tuareg culture with equal 
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